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The following is a Map 
of Bolivia
The city of Sucre is the 
recognized capital of Bolivia, but 
La Paz is the main base of 
operations for the government.



The current president of Bolivia is
Evo Morales, the 80th president of 
Bolivia.

Bolivia is a Unitary Presidential 
Constitutional Republic 



Bolivia is roughly
55% Amerindian,
30% Mestizo, and
15% White.

Demographics of Bolivia
Religiously, Bolivia is 
81% Roman Catholic,
11% Protestant, and
3% non-religious or 
agnostic. The 
remaining percent is 
“other”, such as 
tribal beliefs.



● Spanish
● Aymara
● Quechua
● Guarani
● 33 other indigenous languages, 
such as Baure and Leco. (map of distribution
shown to right)

Spoken Languages in Bolivia



One boliviano is worth 0.14 US dollars, or Fourteen cents.

The official currency unit of Bolivia is the 
boliviano 

A 2 Boliviano coin The Bolivian ten boliviano bill.



Major Bolivian Imports/Exports
Major Exports include 
Petroleum Gas, Precious 
Metal ore, Zinc ore, and 
scraps of Precious Metal.

Major Imports include 
Refined Petroleum, 
Cars, Bars of Raw iron, 
and Delivery Trucks.



A popular Bolivian dish is the saltena
Saltenas are empanadas filled with beef, pork, or chicken; as well as a sauce of 
sweet, mildly spicy, or very spicy variety. May also contain potatoes.

HOW TO MAKE A SALTENA
-Prepare the sauce
-heat the potatoes and meat
-prepare dough and form into bowls
-fill “bowl” with other ingredients and wrap top
-cook at 450 degrees fahrenheit, then...

ENJOY 
SALTENA!!!!!!!!



1. Bolivia contains the highest navigable lake in the 
world, at 3810 meters above sea level.

2. 40% of all species of plants and animals on Earth can 
be found in Bolivia

3. The country gets 8 meters of rain every year
4. Bolivia is the #1 country for certified tropical forests in 

the world
5. Bolivia contains the world’s largest butterfly sanctuary

Five Fun Facts about Bolivia



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bolivia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evo_Morales
http://allrecipes.com/recipe/bolivian-saltenas/
http://www.boliviabella.com/bolivia-facts.html
General Google Images
(I’d also like to thank the Academy)
(And Nintendo)
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